**BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PERISAI**

"Perisai is Individual who assigned by BPJS Ketenagakerjaan to carry out socialization, education, acquisition and also to provide assistance in term of member administration for social security Program."

"Perisai Office is a legal entity or non-formal organization which has function to assist social security implementation in both formal and informal sector."

---

**WHY PERISAI?**

- 90% Informal Worker is uncovered by social security Program
- Limited Human Resources in Membership Department
- Community Approach is effective Strategic for informal Sector

---

**OBJECTIVE OF PERISAI**

- To extend Social Security Coverage of informal sector
- To reach Potential Members in remote area
- To Provide Employment Opportunities for community

---

**ACHIEVEMENT OF PERISAI**

- Total of Perisai: 4,900 people
- Total of New Member: 751,000 people
- Total of Contribution: 5,9 Million

---

**UTILIZATION OF REGISTRATION CHANNEL**

- Perisai: 73%
- Bank BRI: 23%
- e-Reg: 4%
Social Security Protection for Informal Sector by:

**GERAKAN NASIONAL LINGKARAN**

### THE LOGO

Gerakan Nasional Lingkaran is one of the embodiments of the national revolutionary movement in accordance with the principle of mutual cooperation and in line with the Indonesian President’s Nawacita Program.

### THE DEFINITION

**Main Focus of BPJS Ketenagakerjaan** is the extension of membership coverage of WAGE RECIPIENTS SEGMENT (resources 80%), **GN Lingkaran Initiative** is the extensification strategy from the NON-WAGE RECIPIENT SEGMENT (resources 20%) and currently running.

### THE PRINCIPLES

- **GN LINGKARAN** according to Basic Principle of Mental Revolution.
- **National Movement of Caring** of the Protection for the Vulnerable Workers.
- Basic Values of Integrity, Work Ethic and also Mutual Cooperation.

### THE STRATEGY

- Effective Social Security System for all WORKERS in Indonesia.
- Number of WORKERS (Wage Recipients & Non-Wage Recipients) who are protected by the Social Security Program.
- Prospective participants are reluctant/unable to pay the CONTRIBUTION independently for Non-Wage Recipient Segment.

### THE OBJECTIVE

**Donation Recipient Target:** Marginal Informal Workers (poor), Workers ini the surrounding environment (security, mosque caretaker). Group/special society organization.

### THE PRIORITy

1 of The President’s Priority Agenda in: **NAWACITA**.

Social Security for the Indonesian People is one of the PRIORITY programs of Jokowi-JK Government.

The number of workers protected by the Social Security Program is the key to success.

### THE PROCEDURE

The whole process is handled electronically.

- Mobile Application
- Selected Banks
- Access via Website
- BPJSTK Branch